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Abstract: The reported work demonstrates the design and realization of an integrated mid-band
(sub-6 GHz) and mmWave multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) antenna for 5G handheld devices.
The proposed prototype consists of the two-port MIMO configuration of the mid-band antenna
placed at the top and bottom of the substrate, while the 4-port mmWave MIMO antenna is placed
sideways. The MIMO configuration at the top and bottom consists of a two-element array to achieve
high gain at the mid-band spectrum, while the antennas placed sideways are optimized to cover
the 5G-mmWave band spectrum. The overall dimensions of the board were selected the same as
the of smartphones, i.e., 151 mm × 72 mm. The mid-band antenna has an operational bandwidth
of 2.73 GHz, whereas the mmWave antenna has an impedance bandwidth of 3.85 GHz with a peak
gain of 5.29 and 8.57 dBi, respectively. Furthermore, the design is analyzed for the various MIMO
performance parameters; it was found that the proposed antennas offer high performance in terms of
envelop correlation coefficient (ECC), diversity gain (DG), mean effective gain (MEG) and channel
capacity loss (CCL) within operational range. A fabricated prototype was tested and measured results
show strong agreement with predicted results. Moreover, the proposed work is compared with
state-of-the-art work for the same applications to demonstrate its potential for targeted application.

Keywords: MIMO; 5G; mid-band; LTE; patch antenna; mmWave; handheld devices

1. Introduction

In the present era, a lot of wireless communication technologies and systems are
available which provide data exchange with high data rates and low loss rate. Currently,
the 4th Generation of Communication (4G) also known as Long Term Evolution (LTE) leads
all other wireless technology by providing the facility of high data rates and throughput [1].
However, the increased demand of the digital era requires wide bandwidths with high
throughputs resulting in the limitation of using the sub-6 GHz band for future commu-
nication systems [2]. This forces the researcher towards the exploration of the mmWave
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spectrum, which has the advantages of wider bandwidth capable of providing higher data
rates in comparison to sub 6 GHz bands [3,4]. The electromagnetic (EM) waves radiat-
ing at the mmWave spectrum may face various issues, including multipath fading and
atmospheric absorption losses [5–7]. To deal with these wireless network limitations, the
researcher in [8–10], suggested MIMO and antenna arrays to be one of the solutions which
can overcome the limitations faced by mmWave band spectrums. The antenna arrays
are suitable to achieve high gain, while MIMO technologies can help us achieve higher
capacity with high data rates and multiple Gbps throughput [8–10]. However, the isolation
between multiple antennas may affect the device performance; thus, to design MIMO
antenna arrays with high isolation, high gain and wider bandwidth, researchers had to
adopt various isolation reduction techniques [11–13].

On the other hand, handheld devices, including cellular phones, operate using various
band spectrums; therefore, single or multiple antennas operating in the spectrums are
required. The solution to design a single antenna for multiple bands could not be an
optimal solution to handle this problem, due to the different requirements associated with
different bands [14]. For an instance, the mid-band for 5G and globally allocated band
spectrum for 4G require a compact antenna with wideband characteristics. Moreover,
low gain characteristics are not an issue for this band, due to lower power losses in wave
propagation. Contrary to this, the mmWave band requires a wider operational bandwidth
and high gain with a broadside radiation pattern [15]. These requirements lead to the
designing of integrated antennas on the same board for cellular systems. Recently, an
enormous amount of work is dedicated to the design of integrated antennas [16–23].

An integrated 4G/5G MIMO antenna system having a two-elements 4G MIMO an-
tenna and an eight-element array antenna for 5G applications is proposed in [16]. The
proposed work covers globally allocated Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)
and Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) band for 4G and the sub-6
GHz band for 5G applications. A similar work, containing a 12-element MIMO antenna
for 4G and 5G bands is reported in [17]. The designs reported in [16,17] have lower gain
and radiation efficiency and the designs support only the lower frequency bands. A multi-
layered 4G and 5G integrated antenna are proposed in [18]. The antenna offers a peak
gain of 4 and 8 dBi in the 4G and 5G bands, respectively. However, no solution for 5G
MIMO applications is proposed. Another interesting work consisting of printed F type
MIMO antenna for 4G as well as 5G application is proposed in [19]. The paper lacks in
reporting MIMO performance analysis for the 5G band and the proposed 4G antenna also
has low gain.

A conformal integrated antenna for smartphone applications is proposed in [20].
Researchers achieved a high gain of 9 dBi at 5G band using the metamaterial loading
technique, while still having a lower gain of 2.15 dBi at a lower frequency band. Moreover,
the work proposed in [21] offers good performance parameters including high gain and
wide bandwidth at both targeted bands of 4G and 5G. MIMO configuration for the 4G and
5G designs is not being investigated. Similarly, in [22], a high gain of 7 dBi is achieved for
the mmWave band antenna. However, the proposed work has several flaws, including no
information for gain and radiation efficiency for the lower band and with no solution for
MIMO applications mentioned. On other hand, in [23], researchers proposed a 2-element
MIMO antenna for 4G applications integrated with a-4 element MIMO array antenna for 5G
mmWave applications. Although high gain and wideband is achieved at a high-frequency
band, the design still has several limitations, i.e., the non-inclusion of the entire LTE and
lower 5G bands, low isolation between the antenna elements and larger footprint.

Concluding the above literature overview, it can be inferred that the designing of
wideband, high gain, low mutual coupling and the compact design-based integrated
antenna is still a challenge for the research community. Therefore, this article reports an
integrated prototype for the sub-6 GHz (mid-band) and 5G mmWave spectrums, for the 4G
LTE and 5G handheld applications. For the two bands, the reported design includes two
separate MIMO configurations. In the sub 6 GHz spectrum, the proposed design effectively
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operates in the lower 5G/4G LTE, i.e., 3.3–4.2, 4.4–5.0, 4.8–5.0 and IMT 2.5–2.690 GHz
bands. In addition, the design also operates effectively in the 5G mmWave band, i.e.,
24.25–27.5 GHz. Aside from the wide bandwidth coverage, the proposed architecture was
meticulously examined in terms of both single and MIMO antenna performance. Owing
to the high-performance parameters of the antenna and proper MIMO characteristics,
the proposed design may be considered as a potential candidate for mid- and high-band
handheld applications.

2. Proposed Integrated Design

The proposed integrated design was modeled and simulated by using one of the stan-
dard antenna design and simulation tools, Computer Simulation Technology (CST) Studio.
The prototype was designed for smartphones or handheld applications (note: 10 board
dimensions were assumed for the design). The proposed prototype was designed using
RT/Duorid Rogers 5880 material as the substrate. The material has a relative permittivity
εr of 2.2 and a dissipation factor-tanγ of 0.0004. The final optimized design is reported in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Geometry of the proposed integrated design: (a) top view; (b) back view.

In Figure 1, there are two MIMO configurations of the antennas, one along the length
and the other along the width. The MIMO configuration consisting of two antennas along
the length (one at the top and the other at the bottom) of the board is designed for the 4G
LTE and lower 5G bands applications. In this MIMO configuration, each antenna element
is a novel array of two linear elements with a parallel microstrip feeding network. The
partial ground structure is used with the array antenna. The dimensions of the ground
have been optimized to acquire the required characteristics in the desired band. Similarly,
the four antennas MIMO configuration along the width of the board is designed for the 5G
mmWave band. Each antenna element in this configuration is designed with the defected
ground structure (DGS). The DGS for each element is optimized by empirical parametric
analysis, with the objective of radiation pattern and gain enhancement in the first place
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and MIMO performance characteristics improvement in the second place. The optimized
dimensions annotated in Figure 1 are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Dimensions of the proposed design.

Name Value (mm) Name Value (mm)

Mid-Band Single and MIMO (4G LTE and Lower 5G) antenna

Lf 7.25 Wslit 2.2
Warr 35 Wf 4.85
Larr 17.86 Ltf 6.44

Lslit2 4.5 Wslit2 0.61
Wg 41.16 Lg 9.25

High-Band Single and MIMO (5G mmWave band) antenna

Wpm 5 Lfm 2
Lpm 7.6 Wfm 5.25
TFm 3 Lpt 2.6
SW 0.8 SL 0.5

Wmg 10.25 Lmg 10
Gsw 1.99 gsl 3

Integrated MIMO antenna

Ws 71.8 mmW 56.6
Ls 151 mmL 45

Dist_MIMO 87.82

The proposed antenna design progression is discussed in two parts. In the first
subsection, the mid-band MIMO antenna step-by-step designing is discussed. In the
second subsection, the mmWave and high-frequency MIMO antenna design process is
explained comprehensively.

2.1. Mid-Band (4G LTE and Lower 5G) MIMO Configuration

A systematic procedure was followed for the design of the low frequency MIMO
configuration. The reported optimized antenna was designed after five evolution stages.
In the first stage, standard mathematical Equations (1)–(3) were used for the design of
the initial microstrip-fed rectangular patch antenna with complete ground [24]. The S11
parameter for the same stage is reported in Figure 2 as Step-1. It can be observed that the
antenna operates as per −10 dB standard, from 3.4 to 6 GHz. However, in order to cover
the mentioned applications band, horizontal slits were added into the design, referred to
as Stage-2. The dimensions for the slits were optimized using the empirical parametric
analysis. The S11 parameter for this stage is reported in Figure 2 as Step-2.

Wp =
c

2 fc

√
εr+1

2

(1)

Lp =
c

2 fo
√

εre f f
− 2∆L (2)

where,

∆L = 0.421 h
(εreff + 0.3)

(
Ws
H + 0.264

)
(εreff − 0.258)

(
Ws
H + 0.8

) . (3)
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Figure 2. Return loss for different progression stages for mid-band antenna element.

Afterwards, an additional pair of slits were introduced in the upper half part of the
design, the position and dimension for the slit were optimized by the use of parametric
analysis. The S11 parameter for the modified design is reported in Figure 2 as Step-3.
Furthermore, in order to increase the performance of the design, different transformations
were applied to the design. After the analysis, it was found that bending in the upper
and lower half portion provides good results in terms of better VSWR and matching. The
bending was explored at different angles and, after the analysis, it was found that bending
the value of 8 generates the best results. The S11 parameter for the fourth and the fifth
stage is reported in Figure 2 as Step-4 and Step-5.

After the design of the novel single element, an array for the final antenna design
was explored for further improving the gain and bandwidth. The S-parameter for this
stage is reported in Figure 3a. Finally, a two-element MIMO configuration for the mid-
band applications was designed by placing the final designed array at the top and bottom
of the sheet. The location was selected by keeping in view the place of other electronic
components for the standard devices.

The detailed annotation and values for the different dimensions for the single, array
and MIMO antenna designed for the mid-band are reported in Figure 3 and Table 1.

The S-parameters for the single-element array and MIMO configuration are reported in
Figure 4. It can be noted that the designed single element resonates from 2.83 to 4.03 GHz,
therefore covering a −10 dB bandwidth of 1.2 GHz (covering lower 5G and 4G LTE bands).
However, as a result of gain–bandwidth trade-off, gain in the entire band is not high;
therefore, an array configuration for the design was explored. The array was optimized by
the use of empirical parametric study analysis. The final optimized array antenna operates
from 2.43 to 5.22 GHz, therefore covering a −10 dB bandwidth of 2.79 GHz and covering
the 4G LTE and 5G sub 6 GHz bands with maximum IEEE gain of 6.1 dBi, with maximum
radiation and total efficiency of 96.3% and 95.4%, respectively. For the fulfillment of the
requirement of the data rate, MIMO configuration is a requirement for the 4G LTE and 5G
design. Therefore, a two-element MIMO configuration was designed in the final stage. The
S-parameters for both MIMO antennas are reported in Figure 4a. It can be noted that both
of the antennas have the same S-parameters as that of array antenna, which is an indicator
of high isolation. The transmission parameters (|S12| and |S21|) for the configuration are
reported in Figure 4b. It can be noted that, even in the worst-case scenario, the isolation
between the antenna elements is 28 dB across the entire band.
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Figure 4. Scattering parameters for the mid-band (4G LTE and lower 5G) antenna design: (a) reflection; (b) transmission.

2.2. High-Band (mmWave 5G) MIMO Configuration

The initial design of the antenna is based on Equations (1)–(3). The same equations
were used initially to design the mmWave patch antenna operating at 28 GHz. The antenna
was then optimized by the use of the empirical multi-parametric study. The final design
was optimized for the mmWave 24.25–28 GHz band. Afterwards, the antenna was used to
create a 4-port MIMO configuration. The final single element design, along with the final
MIMO design, is shown in the Figure 5.

The S-parameters for the single-element and the MIMO configuration are reported in
Figure 6. It can be noted that the designed single element operates from 24.06 to 28 GHz
and has an operational −10 dB bandwidth of 3.94 GHz, therefore covering the entire
mmWave band-1 (24.25–27.5 GHz) of group 30 (GHz). The maximum IEEE gain of the
antenna is 8.57 dBi.

The reflection parameters for the MIMO configurations are also reported in Figure 6a.
It can be noted that the operational frequency range for the configuration is from 24.15 to
28 GHz and has an operational −10 dB bandwidth of 3.85 GHz. The MIMO configuration
still operates in the required band with maximum IEEE gain of 8.57 dBi and the MIMO
sum gain of 13.8 dBi. The transmission parameters for the proposed design are reported in
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the Figure 6b. It can be noted that, even in the worst-case scenario, the minimum isolation
of 30 dB was achieved, which is significantly high.
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Figure 6. Scattering parameters for the high-band (mmWave) antenna design: (a) reflection;
(b) transmission.

The distance between the antennas in the MIMO configuration is provided in Figure 7.
It can be seen, from Figure 7, that the minimum distance between the two antennas in the
mentioned MIMO configuration is 45 mm and the maximum distance between any two
antenna elements is 72.31 mm.

2.3. Integrated (4G LTE, Lower 5G and mmWave 5G) MIMO Configuration

The proposed antenna is designed for hybrid handheld devices. Both lower and
higher band have their own significance and demand. Therefore, an integrated design for
the future smart phone or handheld devices is proposed. The placement of the 4G LTE,
lower 5G and mmWave 5G antenna was selected by the empirical parametric study. The
integrated design is reported in Figure 1. The S-parameters for all the elements remain
the same under integrated environment; therefore, the design may be considered as an
appropriate candidate for the integrated mid-band and mmWave 5G applications.
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Figure 7. A 4-port mmWave MIMO configuration.

3. Results and Discussion

The hardware manufactured prototype is shown in Figure 8. Here, the Sub Miniature
version A (SMA) connectors used for the mmWave 5G-MIMO configuration are K8400A,
that has an operational frequency range of up to 40 GHz. The connectors have an impedance
of 50 ohm. The connectors belong to the 2.92 mm connector series. The equipment used for
the measurements also has an operational range of up to 40 GHz

Figure 8. Hardware prototype for the integrated design: (a) front view; (b) back view.

3.1. Surface Current

The surface current for the various lower band antenna configurations, i.e., single-
element, 2-element array and 2-port MIMO antenna, is depicted in Figure 9. It can be noted
that, in all the cases when either antenna-1 or antenna-2 is excited while keeping the other
elements un-excited, there is non-significant change in the surface current density of the
other antenna. This is an indication of good isolation characteristics, or, in other words, the
radiating characteristics of any single element remain free from the influence of another
element. In addition, it can also be observed that the current density is distributed around
feed and patch of each element, which results in the generation of an omni-directional
radiation pattern, as explained in briefly in [25].
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Figure 9. Surface current for the mid-band MIMO final and progression stages: (a) single-element
surface current distribution; (b) array surface current distribution; (c) MIMO-1 surface current
distribution; (d) MIMO-2 surface current distribution.

The surface current for the mmWave MIMO configuration is reported in Figure 10.
It can be noted that, in all of the cases in which either antenna-1, antenna-2, antenna-3 or
antenna-4 is excited, there is non-significant change in the surface current density of the
other antennas, thus showing low influence of the surrounding elements on the perfor-
mance of the excited element. Moreover, it can also be observed that the maximum current
density is around the mid of the patch for both single-element and MIMO antenna configu-
ration, as depicted in Figure 10. It is worthy to note here, that the surface current for the
integrated antenna configuration remains identical to the individual MIMO configuration
of 4G and 5G antenna system. Thus, the radiation characteristics of both lower and higher
frequency antenna system remain unchanged after their integration on the same board.

Figure 10. Surface current for the high-band MIMO final: (a) single element surface current distribu-
tion; (b) MIMO-1 surface current distribution; (c) MIMO-2 surface current distribution; (d) MIMO-3
surface current distribution; (e) MIMO-4 surface current distribution.
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3.2. Scattering Parameters

Scattering parameters, or S-parameters, for each of the MIMO configuration mounted
as integrated design were simulated and measured for the understanding and reporting of
the practical and simulation characteristics of the design. The Vector Network Analyzer
(VNA) used for the measurement of the S-parameters was an Anritsu Shock Line MS46122B.
The measurement setup for the S-parameters is reported in Figure 11.

Figure 11. S-parameter measurement hardware setup.

The measured and simulated S-parameters for both MIMO antenna configurations,
including reflection and transmission coefficients, are reported in the form of plots in
Figure 12.

It can be noted, in Figure 12a, that, for the low-band MIMO configuration, the mea-
sured reflection coefficients of both antennas correlate with the simulated results; therefore,
the measured operational bandwidth of the design is also the same as that of simulation.
The slight change in the characteristics is due to the non-ideal fabrication and mounting
of the connectors. Similarly, the reflection coefficients for the mmWave antennas are also
reported in Figure 12b. Here, it may also be noted that the measured results correlate with
the simulated results. The slight change in the measured traces is due to the non-ideal
fabrication and other real time impairments. Similarly, the transmission characteristics for
the mmWave are reported in Figure 12c,d.

Here, it may be noted that the minimum isolation achieved is 29.03 dB, which is still
high and is indicating good practical isolation characteristics. From the measured results,
it may be noted that the effective bandwidth of the antenna, in the practical case, is still the
same as that of the claimed simulated bandwidth.

3.3. Far-Field Results

For the verification of the far-field characteristics of the proposed integrated antenna,
the fabricated antenna was tested in a shielded RF anechoic chamber. The testing setup
images for the mid-band and high-band antennas are shown in Figure 13. The simulated
and the measured GAIN results for the integrated antenna design are reported in Table 2.
It can be noted that the measured and simulated gain have low residual error.
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Figure 12. Scattering parameters for the mid-band (4G LTE and lower 5G) and high-band
(5G mmWave) MIMO antennas integrated design: (a) measured and simulated scattering parameters
for the mid-band (4G LTE and lower 5G) MIMO configuration; (b) measured and simulated reflection
parameters for the high-band (5G mmWave) MIMO configuration; (c) simulated transmission param-
eters for the high-band (5G mmWave) MIMO configuration; (d) measured transmission parameters
for the high-band (5G mmWave) MIMO configuration.

The 2D radiation patterns of the integrated design are measured in the same cham-
ber as mentioned for the GAIN. The radiation pattern corresponding to theta = 90 and
phi = 90 plane for the simulated and measured radiation pattern at 3.8 GHz are reported
in Figure 14. Similarly, the simulated and measured radiation patterns at 27.5 GHz are
reported in Figure 15. Here, it can be noted that, at both frequencies, the simulated and
measured radiation patterns have a good correlation with each other; however, at the lower
frequency of 3.8 GHz, slight differences were observed, which are due to manufacturing
impairments, while, at the higher frequency of 27.5 GHz, some ripples showed up because
of unavoidable mismatches that happen at the higher frequency.
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Figure 13. Antenna far field-testing setup: (a) mounted high-band (5G mmWave) antenna;
(b) mounted mid-band MIMO, front; (c) mounted mid-band MIMO, back.

Table 2. Simulated and measured gains for the mid- and high-band MIMO antennas.

Sr. No Frequency (GHz) Antennas
GAIN (dBi)

Simulated Measured

1 3.3
Antenna-1 2.95 2.87

Antenna-2 2.95 2.75

2 3.8
Antenna-1 3.06 2.86

Antenna-2 3.06 2.85

3 4.8
Antenna-1 4.23 3.93

Antenna-2 4.23 3.83

4 5.2
Antenna-1 5.29 4.96

Antenna-2 5.29 4.84

5 24.5

Antenna-3 5.18 5.09

Antenna-4 5.18 5.06

Antenna-5 5.93 5.81

Antenna-6 5.93 5.77

6 25.5

Antenna-3 6.89 6.66

Antenna-4 6.89 6.55

Antenna-5 6.99 7.66

Antenna-6 6.99 7.56

7 26.5

Antenna-3 7.49 7.22

Antenna-4 7.49 7.13

Antenna-5 7.49 7.24

Antenna-6 7.49 7.23

8 27.5

Antenna-3 7.69 7.54

Antenna-4 7.69 7.44

Antenna-5 7.78 7.43

Antenna-6 7.78 7.55

9 28

Antenna-3 8.52 8.38

Antenna-4 8.52 8.40

Antenna-5 8.57 8.42

Antenna-6 8.57 8.53
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Figure 14. Radiation pattern for the mid-band MIMO antenna: (a) measured and simulated radiation
pattern for phi = 90◦ at 3.8 GHz; (b) measured and simulated radiation pattern for theta = 90◦ at
3.8 GHz.

Figure 15. Radiation pattern for the high-band MIMO antenna: (a) measured and simulated radiation
pattern for phi = 90◦ at 27.5 GHz; (b) measured and simulated radiation pattern for theta = 90◦ at
27.5 GHz.

The measured and simulated radiation patterns are different due to the non-ideal
manufacturing process and the limitation of the testing and measuring equipment. In
spite of such impairments, it can be noted that radiation patterns are still good enough for
practical use.

3.4. MIMO Performance Analysis

The MIMO performance of the proposed design was analyzed using envelop correla-
tion coefficient (ECC), diversity gain (DG), channel capacity loss (CCL) and mean effective
gain (MEG). The detailed analyses for each of the parameters are reported in the relevant
sections below.
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3.4.1. Envelop Correlation Coefficient

The envelop correlation coefficient for a MIMO configuration can be directly measured
using a 3D chamber, or can be calculated using Equation (4), provided in [26].

∣∣ρij
∣∣2 =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣S∗iiSij + S∗jiSjj

∣∣∣√(
1− |Sii|2 −

∣∣Sji
∣∣2)(1−

∣∣Sjj
∣∣2 − ∣∣Sij

∣∣2)ηradiηradj

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (4)

Equation (4) is used to calculate the value of the ECC between the antenna element i
and j. For 4G wireless devices, the allowed limit for the ECC is 0.3. The envelop correlation
coefficient for the mid-band MIMO configuration is reported in Figure 16 and for high-band
is reported in Figure 17. The values for the ECC are meaured by using the above-mentioned
method. Here, it can be noted that the value of the ECC (measured and simulated) for both
configurations is within the allowed operational range for the designed bands.

Figure 16. The measured and simulated ECC for mid-band MIMO configuration.

Figure 17. The measured and simulated ECC for mmWave MIMO configuration: (a) simulated ECC;
(b) measured ECC.
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3.4.2. Diversity GAIN

Diversity gain is a MIMO performance parameter that is used to capture the effect
of spatial diversity, especially in a MIMO system. The more the received signals are
uncorrelated, the higher is the value of the parameter. The diversity gain for a MIMO
system can be calculated using Equation (5).

Diversity Gain =

[
γc

SNRc
− γ1

SNR1

]
P(γc<γs/SNR)

(5)

The plots for the simulation- and measurement-based DG for the mid-band and high-
band MIMO configurations are reported in Figures 18 and 19. Here, it can be noted that
the values of the DG for both simulation and measurement achieve the typical range of the
DG (reported in the literature).

Figure 18. The measured and simulated DG for mid-band MIMO configuration.

Figure 19. The measured and simulated DG for mmWave MIMO configuration: (a) simulated DG;
(b) measured DG.
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3.4.3. Mean Effective Gain

For MIMO systems, independent antenna gain cannot be considered as the final
performance metric. In addition to the typical standalone antenna gain, the mean effective
gain was introduced; it is indicative of the gain performance of the antenna in a MIMO
configuration. The typical formulae reported in the literature for the computation or
determination of the MEG is reported below [27].

MEGi = 0.5uirad = 0.5(1−∑K
i=1

∣∣∣Sij

∣∣∣) (6)

The typical range for the MEG is from−12 to−3. The MEGs based on simulation and
hardware measurements are reported in Figures 20 and 21, for mid-band and high-band,
respectively. Here, it can be noted the values for the MEG for all of the antennas in both
of the MIMO configurations are within the allowed range. So, the antennas are not only
performing well in the standalone, but also in the MIMO environment.

Figure 20. The measured and simulated MEG for mid-band MIMO configuration.

Figure 21. The measured and simulated MEG for mmWave MIMO configuration: (a) simulated MEG;
(b) measured MEG.
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3.4.4. Channel Capacity Loss (CCL)

The channel capacity loss is an indicator for understanding the change in capacity
due to the MIMO environment. The CCL for the MIMO antenna can be calculated by the
equation reported in Equation (7), provided in [26,27].

(loss) = − log2 det(a) (7)

where

a =

[
σ11 σ12
σ21 σ22

]
σii = 1−

(
|Sii|2 −

∣∣Sij
∣∣2)

σii = −
(
S∗iiSii + SiiS∗ii

) (8)

a =

[
σ11 σ12
σ21 σ22

]
σii = 1−

(
|Sii|2 −

∣∣Sij
∣∣2)

σii = −
(
S∗iiSii + SiiS∗ii

) (9)

The typical value considered as the upper limit for the performance parameter is 0.4.
The CCLs based on the simulation and measurements are reported in Figures 22 and 23.
The values of the CCL for the simulated and the measured results is below 0.4.

Figure 22. The measured and simulated CCL for mid-band MIMO configuration.

3.5. Comparative Analysis

The summary for comparative analysis of the proposed design is reported in Table 3.
The design reported in [16] provides the mid-band bandwidth of 0.2 GHz (3.4–3.6), whereas
the proposed design provides a mid-bandwidth of 2.79 GHz; in addition to that, it can
be noted that, in all other figures of merit, the proposed design provides even better
performance. In [17], the reported design has an operation −6 dB bandwidth (in the best
case) of 0.4 GHz, in the 5G lower band, and of 0.775 GHz (5.15–5.925) in another band. The
0.4 GHz range is 3.4–3.8 GHz, as per −6 dB standard. In comparison, the proposed design
provides a continuous −10 dB bandwidth of 2.79 GHz, covering 4G LTE and a complete
lower 5G band. In all of the other mentioned performance metrics, the proposed design
showed better performance. The design reported in [18] is a multi-layer design with the
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antenna dimension significantly larger than that of our proposed design. In addition to
that, the reported design (in [18]) does not cover the complete lower 5G band. The gain
of the reported low- or mid-band design is lower than that of our proposed design. The
operational bandwidth and gain reported for the low- and high-frequency bands are lower
than our proposed bandwidth and gain; therefore, the proposed design is a better option
than the reported design. In [20], a design based on the conformal approach was proposed.
The mid-band characteristics of the reported design are comparatively lower than those of
our proposed design. In the high-band, the operational bandwidth of the reported design
is 2.01 GHz (between 26.99 and 29 GHz), whereas our proposed design has an operational
bandwidth of 3.85 GHz (24.15–28 GHz), covering a mmWave band from 24.25 to 27.5 GHz.
Therefore, keeping in view the bandwidth and gain trade-off, our proposed design has
better performance than the design reported in [20]. Our design offers 8.57 dBi gain at
28 GHz with a bandwidth of 3.85 GHz. In addition to that, the gain of 9 dB in the reported
design’s performance characteristics is not constant in the entire band. In [21], the reported
design has an array configuration in the mid-band. The footprint of the reported antenna
is larger than that of our proposed antenna. The reported design offers a bandwidth in
chunks of 0.16 and 0.55 GHz, whereas our proposed design has a continuous bandwidth of
2.79 GHz. The gain–bandwidth trade-off of the proposed design, along with efficiency and
all other figures of merit, is better than the reported design in mid-band. The mmWave
antenna reported in [20] is also an array, with a footprint far bigger than the proposed
design, with a bandwidth of 1.3 GHz. The proposed design has an operational bandwidth
of 3.83 GHz in the high-band; so, our proposed design is better in performance than the
design reported in [21], in terms of gain–bandwidth trade-off and compactness. The design
reported in [22] is lower in performance in almost every aspect than our proposed design.
In [23], an integrated design for lower 5G and mmWave was reported. The lower band
or mid-band MIMO antenna has an operational bandwidth of 0.28 GHz, which is low, as
compared to our proposed design, offering 2.79 GHz of bandwidth. The proposed design
provides better performance in all of the other figures of merit. The design also reported
a MIMO antenna configuration in the mmWave 5G band. The antenna reported for this
band is also an array and has a footprint bigger than our proposed antenna. Moreover, the
isolation offered by our proposed design is 29 dB or higher and the isolation of the design
reported in [23] is 28 dB or higher. Therefore, our proposed design offers better isolation.
In addition to that, the radiation efficiency of our proposed design is also higher. Therefore,
our proposed design can be considered as a good alternative to the design reported in [23].

Figure 23. The measured and simulated CCL for mmWave MIMO configuration: (a) simulated CCL;
(b) measured CCL.
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Table 3. Comparison of the proposed design with the relevant literature.

Figure of
Merit [16] [17] [18] [20] [21] [22] [23] Proposed

Mid-Band Antenna

ECC <0.4 <0.15 0.0058 <0.04 No No <0.2 <0.05

CCL
(bits/Hz)

Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided <0.3 <0.2

Minimum
isolation
between
MIMO

antenna
elements (dB)

10 11 25 15 Not
provided

Not
provided 22 27.9

Diversity
gain(dB)

Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided >9.95 >9.99

Radiation
efficiency (%) 62–78 41–82 75 75–90 71–79 50–90 71 96.3

Gain (dBi) 3.7 Not
provided 4.39 2.15 3.3, 5.4 Not

provided 5.13 5.29

MIMO
functionality Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

mmWave 5G Antenna

ECC Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided 0.000001 No No <0.05 <0.01

CCL Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided <0.4 <0.2

Minimum
isolation
between
MIMO

antenna
elements (dB)

Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided 35 Not

provided
Not

provided 24 29

Diversity gain Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided >9.83 >9.99

Radiation
efficiency (%)

Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided

Not
provided 63 60–80 73 86

Gain (dBi) Not
provided

Not
provided 8.2 9 8.77 7 9.53 8.57

MIMO
functionality No No No Yes No No Yes Yes

After the analysis, it was observed that the size of our proposed patch for mid-
band and mmWave antennas is comparatively smaller than that of the other reported
antennas [18–23]. In addition to that, the proposed antenna is operational for the 4G
LTE, lower 5G and mmWave 5G applications. The proposed design covers the complete
sub-6GHz (5G band) and 24.25–27.5 GHz mmWave band. It was also found that our
proposed design scheme has the highest (27.9 dB) isolation in mid-band MIMO case, as
well as in mmWave 2D planner antenna case (29 dB). In addition to that, the proposed
design has desirable MIMO characteristics (all within allowed limits). Therefore, our
proposed integrated antenna configuration can be considered as a good candidate for the
reported applications.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, an integrated patch antenna is proposed. The proposed prototype
consists of two different MIMO configurations, one referred to as mid-band MIMO con-
figuration and the other as mmWave 5G MIMO configuration. The complete progression
of the design is explained in detail and the design is analyzed in-depth for the analysis of
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the performance. After the analysis, it was found that the proposed MIMO configurations
have the highest isolation, when compared with 2D Flat (single or multilayer) antenna
structures, and second highest in the mmWave band, when compared with conformal
antenna structures. The proposed design has all the MIMO performance parameters within
range, with the best values, when compared with 2D flat antenna designs. Therefore, the
design can be used for the integrated mid-band and 5G-mmWave applications.
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